The goal of this study was to clarify the role of the nucleus accumbens septi (NAS) in the expression of cocaine selfadministration behaviors.
Rats were trained in a continuous reinforcement schedule to press a lever to activate a pump that provided an intravenous injection of cocaine. Once the rats were trained, neuronal activity in the NAS was monitored during cocaine self-administration with chronic recording techniques using permanently implanted microwires.
In the NAS, 19% of 181 neurons exhibited either increased or decreased firing rates seconds prior to lever pressing (termed "anticipatory responses"), and 48% had altered, predominantly decreased, firing rates for a few minutes after lever pressing ("postcocaine responses"). Two-thirds of the neurons with anticipatory responses had postcocaine responses.
Neurons with either of these response patterns were localized histologically to both core and shell regions of the NAS, with no statistically significant differences in the proportion of response types in either area. Analysis of videotaped cocaine self-administration behaviors revealed that anticipatory responses were specifically associated either with the animal orienting toward and pressing the lever or only with movements directly related to pressing the lever. Anticipatory-like phasic spike activity was not observed during similar movements unrelated to lever pressing. In some animals, D, (SCH 23390) or D, (pimozide) receptor antagonists were injected systemically prior to or during self-administration sessions to assess the effects of dopamine receptor blockade on anticipatory and postcocaine responses. Each antagonist, given separately, often produced extinction of lever pressing.
Both antagonists blocked the postcocaine inhibitory response of neurons that had anticipatory responses.
Neither antagonist modified anticipatory unit responses, nor did they affect postcocaine inhibitory responses in neurons that did not exhibit anticipatory responses. Taken together, these results suggest that the role of the NAS in cocaine self-administration may consist of two different mechanisms:
(1) An initiation or trigger mechanism, as represented by the anticipatory neuronal responses, in which the NAS participates in triggering or mediating the goal-directed behaviors (e.g., lever pressing) that lead to the acquisition of the reinforcing agent (e.g., cocaine). Considering that anticipatory responses were not altered by dopamine receptor antagonists, this initiation mechanism may not be mediated by dopamine transmission but rather may derive from signals carried by other afferents to the NAS.
(2) The NAS may play a critical role in the neural circuitry that underlies the rewarding aspects of cocaine self-administration, as represented by the postcocaine responses. This mechanism may be under the influence of dopaminergic neurotransmission, which is enhanced by cocaine, possibly within the NAS.
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The goal of this study was to determine the role of the nucleus accumbens septi (NAS) in mediating cocaine self-administration behaviors. The NAS, a substantial component of the "ventral striatum" (Heimer and Wilson, 1975 ) is a pivotal structure connecting limbic and basal ganglia systems. The NAS in rats receives abundant afferent connections from the prelimbic cortex (Groenewegen et al., 1982; Phillipson and Griffiths, 1985; Christie et al., 1987; Brog et al., 199 l) , hippocampal formation (Kelley and Domesick, 1982; Groenewegen et al., 1987) amygdala (Kelley et al., 1982; Robinson and Beart, 1988; McDonald, 199 l) , midline thalamic nuclei (Su and Bentivoglio, 1990 ) and ventral tegmental area (VTA) (Nauta et al., 1978; Swanson, 1982; Oades and Halliday, 1987) . In turn, the NAS projects to the ventral pallidus (Zahm and Heimer, 1990; Heimer et al., 199 I) , pedunculopontine nucleus, hypothalamus, substantia nigra, and VTA (Nauta et al., 1978; Domesick, 198 1; Mogenson et al., 1983; Groenewegen and Russchen, 1984; Heimer at al., 199 1) . Clarification of neural mechanisms of the execution of cocaine self-administration behavior (and other goal-directed behaviors) will require study of neural activity in all of these connected regions.
In accordance with this anatomical profile, a number of electrophysiological studies performed primarily in anesthetized animals have revealed complex interactions between different inputs on neuronal activity within the NAS. Stimulation of the cerebral cortex, hippocampal formation, amygdala, or parafascicular nucleus evokes an excitatory response in NAS neurons, these findings provide evidence that the NAS is critical to the rewarding effects of cocaine and medial forebrain bundle stimulation, it is not clear what neural information arriving in the NAS is modulated and transmitted to the brainstem and thalamocortical systems.
A useful experimental approach for clarifying the critical role of the NAS in rewarding events and goal-directed behavior is the use of chronic electrophysiological recording methods in mediated in part by NMDA and non-NMDA glutamate receptors (Uchimura et al., 1989; Pennartz et al., 1991) . These excitatory responses are modulated by catecholamines, as indicated by the effects of stimulation of VTA or locus coeruleus, the major source of dopaminergic and noradrenergic inputs, respectively, to the NAS (Akaike et al., 1984; Yang and Mogenson, 1984; DeFrance et al., 1985; Unemoto et al., 1985; Yim and Mogenson, 1988) . Microiontophoretic application of dopamine receptor agonists inhibits extracellularly recorded spike freely moving animals. Although a number of electrophysioactivity in the NAS of anesthetized animals, an effect that aplogical studies of neuronal activity in the NAS in behaving pears to be mediated by both D, and D, dopamine receptors animals have been carried out (Rolls, 1984; Fukuzako et al., (White and Wang, 1986; White et al., 1987) . Moreover, it has 1988; Peoples and West, 1990; Apicella et al., 1991 ; Schultz et been suggested that the synergistic action of these two dopamine al., 1992; Wolske et al., 1993) , little is yet known about the receptor subtypes may be necessary for the full expression of specific patterns of neuronal activity in these brain regions durdopamine's effects (White, 1987) . Activation of "inhibitory" ing the motor acts leading to self-administration of drugs of VTA dopaminergic inputs to the NAS has been thought to disabuse. The aim of the work presented here was to conduct an inhibit ventral pallidal neurons indirectly from GABAergic ininvestigation into the neural mechanisms of drug-seeking beput originating in the NAS. This results in an increase in firing havior by monitoring the spike activity of NAS neurons in rats rate of ventral pallidal neurons and enhancement of output as they self-administered cocaine. circuits involved in the expression of locomotor activity (Yim Preliminary aspects of this study have been reported in aband Mogenson, 1987, 1989) . Costract form (Chang et al., 1990 (Chang et al., , 1991 . Caine is likely to affect these circuits, since it can enhance dopaminergic neurotransmission in the NAS due to its ability to block uptake of dopamine by dopaminergic axons (Heikkila et al., 1975; Kennedy and Hanbauer, 1983; Ritz et al., 1987) . However, this effect on uptake also suppresses spike activity of the dopaminergic neurons in the VTA in a dose-dependent manner (Einhorn et al., 1988) , which would be expected to decrease impulse-dependent release of dopamine in terminal fields of VTA neurons. Thus, it is not clear which effect of cocaine on synaptic levels of dopamine will prevail in the NAS in a behavioral context of an animal self-administering cocaine.
On anatomical and physiological grounds, the NAS has been hypothesized to exert a "filtering" or "gating" function on its limbic afferents, and to initiate or modulate goal-directed behavior (Mogenson, 1987) such as feeding, drinking, sexual activity, and reward seeking (Heffner et al., 1980; Blackburn et al., 1986; Robertson et al., 1991) . Based on findings from a number of studies during the past decade, a consensus has developed that the NAS is a critical brain nucleus in the selfadministration of dopaminergic psychomotor drugs, such as cocaine Wise, 1989) . In support of this concept, lesions of neuronal cell bodies or dopaminergic terminals in the NAS greatly reduce cocaine self-administration in rats (Roberts et al., 1977 (Roberts et al., , 1980 Pettit et al., 1984; Zito et al., 1985) , indicating a prominent role for neurons and dopaminergic neurotransmission in the NAS in the expression of such behaviors. Furthermore, in animals trained to press a lever to self-administer cocaine or amphetamine, systemic injection of D, or D, dopamine receptor antagonists induces an extinction response, in which the animal initially increases the rates of selfadministration and eventually ceases self-administration.
Extinction is attributed to blockade of dopamine-mediated rewarding stimuli (Yokel and Wise, 1975; de Wit and Wise, 1977; Ettenberg et al., 1982; Woolverton, 1986; Koob et al., 1987; Britton, et al., 199 1) . Likewise, application of dopamine receptor antagonists directly into the NAS potently extinguishes both cocaine self-administration (Phillips et al., 1983; Maldonado et al., 199 1) and self-stimulation of brain areas (e.g., VTA or medial forebrain bundle) that, when stimulated, produce increased release of dopamine in the NAS (Mogensen et al., 1979; Kurumiya and Nakajima, 1988; Stellar and Corbett, 1889). While
Materials and Methods
Animals and surgery. Twenty-eight adult male Long-Evans rats weighing 250-300 gm were used in these experiments. Animals were housed in a reverse dark/light cycle (lights off 7:00 to 19:00) and experiments were performed during their active (dark) period. In preparation for surgery, rats were anesthetized with pentobarbital(50 mg/kg, i.p.). Two splayed bundles of eight stainless steel Teflon-insulated microwires, soldered onto connecting pins on a headstage, were stereotaxically lowered bilaterally into the NAS (eight wires in each NAS). The diameter of individual microwires was 50 pm, and the diameter of the splayed bundle was about 500 Frn. Coordinates for the NAS were obtained from the atlas of Paxinos and Watson (1986) : 1.4 mm lateral to midline, 1% 2.0 mm anterior to bregma, 6.5-6.8 mm ventral to the dorsal surface of the brain. Ground wires were positioned 2-3 mm ventral to the cortical surface. The headstage was secured onto the cranium with dental cement using skull screws as anchors. About 1 week after microwire implantation, Silastic tubing (26 mm long, 0.3 mm i.d. cannula tubing, connected to a 90 mm long, 0.6 mm i.d. inlet tubing) was inserted under sterile conditions in the right jugular vein for subsequent intravenous drug infusion. The infusion tubing was glued to a Silastic implant sheeting, which was sutured to subdermal connective tissue. The exposed end of the tubing, which was blocked except when connected to an injection syringe, emanated from the dorsal aspect of the neck. Animals received ampicillin (60,000 U, i.m.) after surgery, and were housed individually after surgery. Animals were treated in accordance with the U.S. Public Health Service Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.
Apparatus and behavioral training. Five to seven days after surgery, rats were placed in separate rectangular operant conditioning cages, each ofwhich was enclosed in a sound-attenuating chamber. Cage dimensions were 20 cm x 23 cm, and 20 cm in height. A lever was mounted on one wall, 8 cm above the cage floor. Daily experimental sessions typically began about 2 hr into the animal's dark cycle and lasted 2-3 hr. Rats were initially trained to press the lever for a water reward using a continuous reinforcement schedule; later, cocaine was substituted for water. For cocaine administration, the indwelling jugular cannula was connected to an infusion pump via a plastic tube. Pressing the lever activated the pump for 4 set (with a 0.5 set delay), thereby infusing approximately 1 mg/kg ofcocaine (0.33 mg in 0.1 ml of lactated Ringer's solution) into the jugular vein. With this dose, lever pressing occurred at about 5 min intervals. A cue to the animal that cocaine infusion was imminent was the audible closing of the lever switch when pressed. A red light-emitting diode (LED) was mounted in the chamber 3 mm above the lever. This LED was turned on by lever pressing, and was used by the experimenters to confirm the temporal accuracy of video analysis (see below). There was no evidence that rats attended to this LED as a cue during cocaine self-administration protocols. Rats usually learned the self-administration paradigm within about 7 d. Certain an-B / 0.2 ms Figure 1 . Extracellular recordings of neuronal activity from the NAS of a rat during self-administration trials using chronically implanted microwires. A, Photographic image of oscilloscope traces of an extracellularly recorded action potential. B, Two NAS neurons whose spike activity was recorded from the same microwire. Spike sorting was performed with a computer-controlled window discriminator. In each panel, the isolated (spike-sorted) unit is shown as a solid line; other nonisolated waveforms are shown as broken lines. Different neurons in A and B. Positive polarity is up. imals were also tested for the effects of gross body movement in a computer-controlled treadmill that turned on and off in 30 set intervals.
Electrophysiological recording. When the animals were trained to selfadminister cocaine, neuronal activity was recorded from implanted microwires during experimental sessions by securing a detachable headset (containing 16 field effect transistors, one for each microwire) to the headstage cemented on the animal's head. Lightweight cabling connected the headset to a commutator and electronics (described below), permitting the animals unrestricted movement in the operant chamber. Neuroelectric signals were passed into separate amplifying, filtering (0.5 and 5 kHz, 3 dB cutoffs), and window discriminator channels. In later stages of the study, programmable spike amplification, filtering, and spike sorting was performed with software and electronics obtained from Spectrum Scientific (Dallas, TX). The in vitro impedance of microwires was 100-200 kO at 1 kHz; in vivo values were estimated to be similar. As many as five NAS neurons were monitored concurrently. When spike activity was recorded from the same microwire across different self-administration sessions, the following criteria were used to infer that the same neuron was recorded in the different sessions: (1) constancy of the shape and polarity of the extracellular spike waveform, and (2) similarities in firing rate and pattern (e.g., interspike interval and autocorrelation histograms). As a caveat, it should be mentioned that such inferences are subject to dispute and were not critical to most of the conclusions of this study. However, there were many instances in which the criteria were met and the units appeared to be the same across consecutive sessions. This was particularly unambiguous in cases of larger-amplitude waveforms (signal-to-background ratio > 7).
Spike activity, lever pressing, pump activation, and the LED were monitored or controlled with data acquisition software operating on a general purpose minicomputer with a time resolution of 1 msec. Neuronal spike activity was collected on a daily basis for up to 4 weeks.
Implanted microwires for chronic recording of neuronal activity. The use of implanted microwires for recording extracellular neural activity has a number of methodological features that distinguish it from the more conventional use of a chronic microdrive apparatus. (1) Instead of lowering a single recording probe (microelectrode) into the brain, bundles of microwires can be implanted in the NAS, thereby permitting concurrent monitoring of many neurons from multiple probes. The larger number of recording probes compensates for the relatively low number of neurons that can be recorded from each permanently positioned microwire. (2) Implanted microwires afford much more stable recording conditions. Recordings from the same neuron can often be accomplished over many days, presumably due to the stability of the microenvironment surrounding the implanted microwires. (3) Adjacent microwires can be used for differential recording, providing superior common mode rejection of movement artifacts. (4) Anatomically precise localization of recording sites can be accomplished by passing current through the microwires at the end of experimentation and then reconstructing the sites histologically.
Video analysis of behavior. The animal's behavior during self-administration sessions was recorded on videotape with the experimental time superimposed on the display for off-line analysis. Accuracy of the experimental time on the video display was confirmed by comparing time points of lever pressing in the video display (i.e., onset of LED turning on) with time stamps of lever switch closing as recorded by the computer. Frame by frame analysis of behavior, at 30 frames/set, provided 33 msec temporal resolution. Interframe times could be interpolated into thirds, permitting approximately 11 msec resolution. Evaluation of behavioral time epochs with respect to concurrent spike activity was performed off line with special-purpose computer software written by Dr. John Chapin (Hahnemann University).
Histology. At the conclusion of the final experimental session, 1 O-20 set of 1 O-20 PA positive current was passed through selected microwires to deposit iron ions. The marking current was passed through no more than three microwires in a bundle of eight microwires, since it was not possible to distinguish more than three sites using different current parameters. Since it was often the case that more than three microwires in a bundle of eight yielded isolated single units, it was not possible to reconstruct every recording site. Microwires from which "anticipatory responses" (see Results) were recorded were preferentially selected for marking. The animals were then killed and perfused with formalin. Coronal sections through the NAS were mounted on slides. Incubation of the mounted sections in a solution of 5% potassium fenicyanide and 10% HCI revealed iron deposits (recording sites) in the form of blue dots (Green, 1958) . If marked recording sites were localized to the NAS, it was assumed that unmarked microwires had also been positioned in the NAS since the dispersion diameter of the implanted microwire bundles was no more than 0.5 mm (as verified in situ with x-rays).
Drugs. Cocaine hydrochloride (3.33 mg/ml; Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and heparin (10 U/ml) were dissolved in Rinaer's solution and filter sterilized (0.22 pm). Pimozide and SCH 23390 were obtained from Research Biochemicals Inc., Natick, MA. Pimozide (0.25 mg/ml) was dissolved in 2.5% acetic acid in physiological saline before injection. SCH 23390 was dissolved in physiological saline.
Statistics. Pair-wise comparisons of means were evaluated with a twotailed Student's t test. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used when evaluating more than two groups, with the Tukey highest significant difference (HSD) test used for specific comparisons when indicated by ANOVA. Independence of probability distribution was assessed with the x2 test using the Yates correction for continuity (Zar, 1984) . Statistical analyses were performed with a commercially available software program (SYSTAT, Inc.). Data are presented as mean f SEM.
Results
Neuronal activity in the nucleus accumbens during cocaine self-administration Chronic recording across multiple self-administration sessions.
All neurons reported in this study were localized histologically to the NAS. A total of 129 electrophysiological recording sessions were performed during lever pressing for cocaine, ranging from 2 to 23 sessions per rat. In a given session, one to five isolated neurons were recorded. Each isolated neuron recorded during a session was defined as a "neuron-session."
Spike sorting allowed the occasional isolation of two or three units from a single microwire. A total of 18 1 neurons examined in the NAS, and classified into three broad categories based on response profiles: no response (no change in firing rate during anticipatory and postcocaine intervals), anticipatory responses, and postcocaine responses. A 40 set "control" interval, 40-80 set prior to lever pressing, was used as a reference interval for evaluating changes in firing rates. The pre-lever press ("anticipatory") interval was a 2 set interval from 1 to 3 set before lever presses. The post-lever press ("postcocaine")
interval was defined as a 40 set interval from 40 to 80 set after lever presses. Many of the neurons with anticipatory responses also had postcocaine responses. For this reason, listings for postcocaine responses are shown (1) for those neurons with no anticipatory response ("not anticipatory," above the rule) and (2) for all neurons with a postcocaine response, irrespective of whether they had an anticipatory response ("all cases"). Hence, the listings above the rule in the table reuresent uniaue. nonoverlauoina neurons (summed n = I8 I ). There were no significant differences in the firing rates of any category of responses during the control iniervals (ANOVA Tukey GsD t&t, p > O.'oS). n = number of neurons.
For all animals, a total of 398 neuron-sessions were recorded in the NAS from 101 microwires. In cases in which isolated units were obtained from the same microwire across multiple sessions, it was probable that the activity of the same neuron was monitored across at least some of these sessions. A maximum of 398 neurons were recorded, if different neurons were always recorded from microwires in different sessions. A minimum of 110 neurons were recorded, if the same neurons were always recorded by microwires across multiple sessions (taking into account instances when multiple isolated units were recorded from single microwires). However, using our criteria (see Materials and Methods) to determine whether the same neuron was recorded across experimental sessions, it was inferentially estimated that a total of 18 1 different neurons were monitored in this study. Figure 1 shows representative extracellularly recorded waveforms from neurons located in the NAS.
Behavioralcorrelates. Rats that were trained to press the lever and self-administer cocaine characteristically spent the majority of their time during a self-dosing session performing stereotyped behaviors (e.g., head bobbing, sniffing, rearing) on a side of the chamber away from the lever. Typically, the animal broke from stereotypy at about 5 min intervals and oriented toward and approached the lever. Usually within 2-20 set after breaking from stereotypy, the animal pressed the lever, thereby activating the pump that delivered cocaine intravenously. Within seconds of successfully pressing the lever, rats usually turned and moved away from the lever and resumed stereotyped behaviors.
Firing rates of NAS neurons were evaluated during three behavioral epochs: (1) a fixed interval prior to lever pressing within the intertrial phase between lever presses, when the animal was typically engaged in stereotypy; (2) a pre-lever pressing interval during which the animal oriented to and pressed the lever for drug infusion; and (3) a fixed interval following lever pressing. Calculation of changes in spike activity in these three epochs involved selection of behaviorally relevant intervals. For the intertrial phase, spike activity was averaged during a 40 set interval between 40 and 80 set prior to lever pressing, since this best represented baseline spike activity during a "control" interval (although some comparisons used a 3 set control interval, as mentioned below). Pre-lever pressing activity was evaluated during a 2 set interval, between 1 and 3 set prior to lever pressing, as this interval was found empirically to encompass the time of maximal alterations in spike activity prior to lever pressing. Activity during postcocaine intervals was examined during a 40 set interval beginning 40 set after lever pressing. The mean firing rate for all recorded NAS neurons during the 40 set control period was 3.83 -t 0.26 spikes/set (range = 0.08-19.49; median = 2.70 Hz; n = 18 1 neurons). Based on alterations in firing rate during the pre-and post-lever pressing phases, neurons in the NAS were classified into three broad categories (Table 1) : (1) no change: neurons with no significant alteration in firing rate during the pre-or post-lever pressing intervals, defined as less than a 20% change from baseline and no statistically significant difference at the p > 0.01 level (t test, vs 40 set control interval; + 10 * 4% change for pre-lever pressing phase and -1 & 1% change for post-lever pressing phase; 82 Figure 2 . Spike activity of two NAS neurons recorded concurrently from the same microwire bundle during self-administration of cocaine. A, Stripcharts of spike activity of the two neurons during a 7300-set-duration session. The short vertical lines above the stripcharts represent lever presses that activated the pump for intravenous cocaine infusion. The animal pressed the lever about every 7-8 min. Note the reciprocal nature of altered spike activity: neuron 96.13.1 (top stripchart) had increased, whereas neuron 96.12.1 (bottom stripchart) had decreased, spike activity centered around lever pressing. B, Raster plots (top in each pair of graphs) and perievent histograms (bottom in each pair) for the data shown in A. In this and other figures, each vertical tick mark in a raster plot represents an action potential, and each row of vertical tick marks shows spike activity during a trial within the session; the long vertical line (at time ~0.5 set) in raster plots and perievent histograms indicates the closing of the lever press switch due to animal pressing the lever (except Fig. 11 ); the horizontal line above the graphs (from time 0 to 4 set) indicates the activation of the pump that provided intravenous administration of cocaine (except Fig. 11) ; labeling of the animal number from which the data were obtained above each graph includes a number in parentheses, which refers to the date of the experiment in a "month day" format; and labeling of neurons (Unit) to right of graphs refers to "animal number.microwire number.unit number." Neuron 96.13.1 (top raster and histogram pair)
had a pronounced increase in firing rate beginning about 5 set prior to lever pressing and a return to baseline rates about 3 set after lever pressing, that is, an excitatory-anticipatory response. In contrast, neuron 96.12.1 (bottom) had decreased spike activity preceding and following lever pressing, that is, an inhibitory-anticipatory response. Phasic activity for both of these responses was temporally coincident. Note that the responses for these neurons persisted for a few seconds after the lever press; other NAS neurons with anticipatory responses exhibited prompt termination of phasic activity after lever pressing . neurons in 23 rats); (2) anticipatory responses: neurons with an increase (+ 18 1 f 32%; 18 neurons in 10 rats) or decrease (-62 i 5%; 17 neurons in 10 rats) in firing rate during the pre-lever pressing interval, referred to as "excitatory-anticipatory" and "inhibitory-anticipatory" responses, respectively (the term "anticipatory" is operationally defined as a change in firing rates observed prior to lever pressing); (3) postcocaine responses: neurons with a protracted increase (+49 & 7% from 24 neurons in 9 rats) or decrease (-42 f 2% from 63 neurons in 19 rats) in firing rate during the post-lever pressing interval, referred to as "postcocaine excitation" and "postcocaine inhibition" responses, respectively. Most of the neurons with anticipatory responses also exhibited postcocaine inhibitory responses. Of the 18 excitatory-anticipatory neurons, nine had a postcocaine inhibition, three had a postcocaine excitatory response, and six had no change. In contrast, for inhibitory-anticipatory neurons, postcocaine excitatory responses were more common (7 of 17) than postcocaine inhibitory responses (4 of 17). By definition, NAS neurons with excitatory-anticipatory (10% of population) and inhibitory-anticipatory (9% of population) responses were characterized by an increase or decrease in firing rate l-3 set prior to lever pressing. However, the interval over which firing rates for anticipatory neurons were altered proved to be contingent upon the duration of lever pressing-related behaviors. Figure 2 illustrates representative anticipatory responses oftwo concurrently recorded neurons in the NAS during a cocaine self-administration session. Note that these two concurrently recorded neurons had reciprocal anticipatory responses, as one neuron had an excitatory-anticipatory response and the other an inhibitory-anticipatory
response. An example of a postcocaine inhibitory response is presented in Figure 3 , in which a pronounced postcocaine inhibition gradually decayed over a few minutes. This neuron did not have an anticipatory response. The animal consistently self-administered cocaine whenever the firing rate of this neuron attained baseline levels, demonstrating a relation between the duration of postcocaine inhibition by an NAS neuron and the intertrial interval of self-administration cocaine. For all neurons with postcocaine inhibitory responses, the duration of the inhibition was 233 ? 19 sec.
Video analysis: relation of self-administration behaviors to neuronal activity in the NAS. For selected sessions, the relation Tl ME ( SEC, Figure 3 . Stripchart (A), raster plot and perievent histogram (B) of a postcocaine inhibitory response in the absence of an anticipatory response by an NAS neuron. The decrease in spike activity begins about 5 set after cocaine infusion. The short vertical lines above the stripcharts represent lever presses that activated the pump for intravenous cocaine infusion. Note that the inhibition of spike activity gradually decayed following cocaine administration over the course of about 5 min. Upon reinstatement of baseline firing rates, the animal reliably self-administered cocaine.
between the anticipatory neuronal responses in the NAS and lever pressing for cocaine self-administration was evaluated off line with frame-by-frame analysis of videotaped lever-pressing behaviors for cocaine self-administration.
Behaviors related to lever pressing were fractionated into the following categories, which typically occurred in a temporal sequence (l-6): (1) turning to lever, whose onset was defined as when the rat interrupted stereotyped behaviors to orient and move toward the side of the chamber where the lever was located; (2) facing lever, in which the animal, now having approached the lever, often remained fixed in place for a short period of time; this was usually followed by (3) raising head to lever, at which time the animal moved its head in the direction of the lever, with its forelimbs still on the floor; at this time, a (4) rearing to lever interval began when a forelimb was lifted off the floor-this interval terminated when a forelimb made contact with the lever; (5) lever tofloor consisted of the animal, already touching the lever, pressing the lever, and removing its forelimb(s) from the lever and placing them on the floor, thereby completing behaviors specific to lever pressing; at this point, the animals typically were soon (6) turning away from lever in the direction of another side of the cage.
Successful lever pressing was indicated to the animal by an of control (stereotypy, rearing) intervals, which took place when the animal was away from and not attending to the lever, are also presented.
Refer to text for a more complete description of the fractionated behaviors. Firing rates for the occurrence of each behavior interval for each trial are displayed as solid bars (i.e., episodic firing rates; data are shown as mean f SEM). Summed firing rates were calculated by summing spike counts and durations for each respective behavior across all trails, and are displayed as hatched bars. The duration of each episodic behavior interval is displayed as open bars. Firing rates for control stereotypy intervals were calculated during 3 set intervals, 97-100 set prior to lever pressing. The pairs of symbols under each set of bar graphs refer to the corresponding behavioral intervals in B that were used for calculating firing rates and behavior in A; only behaviors that led to successful lever pressing (dashed lines in B) were used for generating data summarized in A. Note that increased firing rates were restricted to lever pressing-related movements (raising head to lever, rearing to lever, lever to floor), and did not occur when the animal oriented toward and approached the lever (turning to lever, facing lever). Lever pressing occurred during the "lever to floor" interval as labeled in A. The lower, baseline firing rates were reinstated in less than 0.5 set after lever pressing, as the animal turned away from the lever. Asterisks above bar graphs indicate fractionated behaviors with statistically significant differences in firing rates when compared to control stereotypy firing rates (p < 0.05, Tukey HSD test). B, Raster plot of the nine self-administration trials used to calculate data summarized in A. Each numbered row on the y-axis represents a lever press trial; symbols above each row represent the onset of the specified behavior. In some instances, the lever was not pressed with sufficient force to close the switch (dotted lines in trials 6 and 9), necessitating a second press for cocaine administration. Examination of this raster with reference to behavior symbols reveals that increased levels of spike activity were restricted to behaviors directly related to lever pressing. Figure  4 . The six pairs of rasters and histograms in A-F are centered around one of the six different fractionated behaviors related to orienting toward and pressing of the lever. The symbol at time zero above each pair of graphs represents the onset of the behavior that was used as the node for the graphs. These symbols correspond to the same behavior symbols as in Figure 4 . The raster and histogram in C clearly show the onset of this excitatory, lever press-related anticipatory response occurred as the animal raised its head toward the lever. The elevated firing rate ended promptly, coinciding with when the animal's forelimbs returned to the floor after pressing the lever, as shown in F.
audible closing of the lever switch. Animals occasionally failed to press the lever with sufficient force to close the switch. In these instances, the animals were apparently alerted to the absence of the audible closing of the switch, and pressed the lever again within a few seconds (Fig. 4B) . Detailed video analysis of these behavioral categories was performed for selected trials in 13 experimental sessions in which a neuron exhibited an anticipatory response. This detailed examination of correlations between behavior and neuronal activity revealed an additional means of categorizing anticipatory responses. Examples of excitatory-anticipatory responses of an NAS neuron in relation to the fractionated lever-pressing behaviors during nine trials of a self-administration session are shown in Figure 4A . In this case, firing rates during "turning to lever" (0.65 ? 0.33 Hz, n = 8) and "facing lever" (0.86 * 0.19 Hz, n = 8) were not statistically different from firing rates during control stereotyped behaviors (0.57 * 0.21 Hz, n = 9; p > 0.05, Tukey HSD test), measured during a 3 set interval beginning 100 set prior to each lever press. However, a substantial increase in firing rate did occur during "raising head to lever" (15.93 ? 1.59 Hz, n = 8; p < 0.05) "rearing to lever" (12.0 1 i-1.62 Hz, y1 = 9; p < 0.05) and "lever to floor" (17.13 ? 1.94 Hz, n = 9; p < 0.05). Firing rates returned to control levels immediately after lever pressing during the "turning away from lever" phase (1.54 +-0.50 Hz, n = 9; p > 0.05). Statistically significant differences in firing rate were not detected between the three phases of lever pressing in which the firing rate was elevated.
A more direct assessment of the relation between unit activity and movement is evident in raster plots of these data, presented in Figure 4B . Note the consistent phasic increase in firing rate associated with behaviors specific to pressing the lever (raising head to lever, rearing to lever, lever to floor). This increase also occurred during instances in which the lever was not pressed with sufficient force to close the switch (dotted lines in trials 6 and 9), but did not occur prior to or during the initial orienting in the direction of the lever (turning to lever, facing lever). Perievent histograms and rasters of these data are presented in Figure 5 . These displays reinforce the conclusion that the elevated rates of spike activity began with "raising head to lever" and were maintained during lever-pressing movements. Termination of the phasic neuronal activity took place soon after lever pressing, occurring with trial-to-trial variation either immediately before or after the forelimbs returned to the floor (Fig.  4B) . Thus, while the onset of phasic activity anticipated the lever press, the termination of altered spike activity occurred shortly afterward. Because of the close temporal association between lever pressing and the alterations in firing rate, this type of response will be referred to as a "lever press-related anticipatory response."
Other neurons in the NAS exhibited a different type of anticipatory response, termed the "orienting-related anticipatory response," as illustrated in Figure 6 . This example is also an excitatory-anticipatory response (i.e., an excitatory, orientingrelated anticipatory response). However, the occurrence of increased spike activity was not restricted to lever pressing. Rather, the firing rate increased while the animal started turning toward the lever or was still in the context of stereotyped behavior, specifically, from up to 2 set prior to orienting (trials 1, 4, 5) to up to 2 set after orienting (trials 2, 3, 6, 7) (Fig. 6B) . For each trial, spike activity remained elevated until after the lever was successfully pressed. The earlier, orienting-related onset of this response distinguished it from the lever press-related 
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. Figure 6 . Time course of altered spike activity for an excitatory, orienting-related anticipatory response by an NAS neuron, based on video analysis of lever-pressing behaviors during seven trials of a self-administration session. The format of this figure is identical to that of Figure  4 , except that there was no "raise head toward lever" category since this was not a clearly fractionated behavior for this animal. A, The increase in firing rates occurred as the animal oriented toward the lever. Firing rates continually increased as the animal approached and pressed the lever. Spike activity during these behaviors was significantly different from firing rates during the "Control: stereotypy" interval (p < 0.05, Tukey HSD test, as indicated by asterisks above bars). The firing rate as the animal was "turning away from lever" decreased dramatically compared to during the "lever to floor" and did not differ statistically from firing rates during the control interval. B, Examination of raster display reveals that firing rates increased within 1 set ofwhen the animal turned toward the lever, and sometimes occurred before turning (i.e., just prior to when the animal broke from stereotypy). Data were obtained from a different animal than in Figures 4 and 5. anticipatory response. Raster plots and perievent histograms related to the fractionated behaviors provide an alternative view of the data, providing further evidence that the response began as the animal oriented toward the lever and terminated abruptly after the lever was pressed (Fig. 7) .
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Video analysis of an inhibitory, orienting-related anticipatory response is shown in Figure 8 . The inhibitory-anticipatory response of this neuron occurred during both orienting and lever press-related behaviors, beginning when the animal interrupted stereotypy and oriented toward the lever. Raster displays and perievent histograms confirmed that the response began as the animal oriented toward the lever and terminated soon after pressing the lever (Fig. 9) .
Ofthe six excitatory-anticipatory responses subjected to video Figure 7 . Raster plots and perievent histograms of the neuronal activity recorded during the cocaine self-administration trials shown in Figure  6 . The format of this figure is identical to that of Figure 5 . The five pairs of rasters and histograms in A-E are each centered around one of five different fractionated behaviors related to orienting toward and pressing of the lever in the trials. These graphs show that the onset of the excitatory, orienting-related anticipatory response was centered around the time when the animal broke from stereotypy and oriented toward the lever (A), whereas the response terminated abruptly as the forelimbs returned to the floor after pressing the lever (E).
analysis, three were of the orienting-related type and three were of the lever press-related type. In contrast, six of seven inhibitory-anticipatory responses were determined to be orientingrelated responses, with only one found to be a lever press-related response.
Anticipatory responses recorded across multiple self-administration sessions. The use of chronically implanted microwires permitted an evaluation of the development of changes in neuronal activity in the NAS across multiple sessions. Of particular interest is whether individual neurons in the NAS exhibited dynamic response properties as the animal learned the procedure of pressing a lever for cocaine self-administration. Such an assessment required that the strictest criteria be employed when evaluating whether the same neuron was recorded from the same microwire across experimental sessions. Even then the issue cannot be resolved with absolute certainty (see Materials and Methods). Nonetheless, in our experience with chronic microwire recording, extracellular action potentials recorded from neurons in the NAS (and dorsal striatum) with a signal-to-background ratio greater than 7 can be monitored for weeks or months, with every indication (constancy of waveform, firing rate and pattern, and signal-to-noise ratio) that the same unit has been monitored over this time. Response profiles from a neuron in the NAS that fulfilled these criteria during different self-administration sessions are presented in Figure 10 , in which the anticipatory response developed over the course of several sessions and, once developed, persisted during all subsequent sessions.
Relationship between anticipatory responses and movement It was necessary to determine if anticipatory responses were related to gross body movements in an obligatory way, independent of motivational and intentional aspects of self-administration of cocaine. This issue was examined in three ways.
First, rearing movements were a component of lever-pressing behaviors, and firing rates were altered during these rearing-type movements when they preceded ("anticipated") lever press. Similar rearing movements were also a prominent component of stereotyped behaviors when the animals were away from the lever, and were not related to lever pressing. Although the stereotyped rearing was not absolutely identical in form to rearing during lever pressing, the obvious similarity merited a comparison of spike activity during these two behaviors. If altered neuronal activity during lever pressing was related to particular aspects of the movements per se, then it would be expected that similar changes in neuronal activity would occur for both rearing at the lever and rearing when away from the lever (during stereotypy). For neurons with an anticipatory response, firing rates during rearing away from the lever were not statistically different from the control (nonrearing) stereotypy intervals, in contrast to the pronounced alteration in spike activity during rearinglike movements related to lever pressing for anticipatory responses (e.g., Figs. 4A, 6A, 8A) .
Second, the orienting-related anticipatory responses began within seconds of initial orientation in the direction of the lever. Immediately after the lever was pressed, the animals usually moved away from the lever and stereotypy was reinstated, often turning so as to complete a circle; that is, a 360" turn was accomplished in the sequence of stereotypy + lever pressingreinstatement of stereotypy. Thus, turning toward and turning away from the lever often involved the same movements. Yet, for orienting-related anticipatory responses, firing rates during these similar movements were altered only when the animals Figure 8 . Time course of altered spike activity for an inhibitory, orienting-related anticipatory response by an NAS neuron, based on video analysis of lever-pressing behaviors during eight trials of a self-administration session. The format of this figure is identical to that of Figure  4 . A, Firing rates were depressed, compared to control stereotypy rates, during all behaviors related to orienting toward and pressing ofthe lever (D < 0.05, Tukey HSD test, as indicated by asterisks above bars). Firing rates returned to control levels only as the animal turned from the lever on its way to another side of the chamber as it prepared to reengage in stereotyped behaviors. B, Spike activity was decreased during sequences of behaviors that led to lever pressing (dashed lines). Data were obtained from a different animal than in Figures 4-7.
oriented toward and approached the lever (Figs. 6A, 8A ), suggesting that this type of anticipatory response originated from a motivational drive rather than being obligatory to the movements. Furthermore, in some trials the orienting anticipatory response began while the animal was still engaged in stereotypy, seconds prior to orienting toward the lever, consistent with a motivational component to this response. Third, neuronal activity of anticipatory units was evaluated with respect to general body movement by placing the animals on a treadmill that enslaved locomotion. Thirty minutes after the conclusion of cocaine self-administration sessions in which NAS neurons exhibited anticipatory responses, some animals were placed on a computer-controlled treadmill that had alternating cycles of 30 set on/30 set off. Neuronal activity of these same neurons was continuously recorded during 20-35 min treadmill sessions. For five excitatory-anticipatory neurons tested, the firing rate when the treadmill was on (gross body move- Agure 9. Raster plots and perievent histograms of the neuronal activity recorded during the cocaine self-administration trials shown in Figure  8 . The format is identical to that of Figure 5 . The six pairs of rasters and histograms in A-F are each centered around one of the six different fractionated behaviors related to orienting toward and pressing of the lever in the trials. The symbol at tzme zero above each pair of graphs represents the onset of the behavior that was used as the node for the graphs. These symbols correspond to the same behavior symbols as in Figure 8 . The onset of the inhibition was not clearly centered around a particular behavior, but can be seen to be prominent during the seconds after orienting toward the lever (A). The phasic inhibition terminated soon after the lever was pressed, as the forelimbs return to the floor (F). Figure 10 . Perievent rasters and histograms of spike activity of a neuron across multiple self-administration sessions, showing the development of an excitatory-anticipatory response. During cocaine self-administration sessions 4 (A) and 6 (B), there were no indications of an anticipatory response. However, by session 7 an excitatory-anticipatory response became prominent(C), starting about 10 set prior to lever pressing. This response was maintained in subsequent sessions, even 20 d later during session 27 (D). It was inferred that the same neuron was monitored across these sessions using the criteria listed in Materials and Methods. Same neuron as shown in Figures 4 and 5; data in these latter figures were obtained during session 9.
Figure II. Neuronal activity of an excitatory-anticipatory neuron during a treadmill session (enslaved locomotion, no cocaine administration). An example of this neuron's anticipatory response is shown in Figures 4 and 5. -4, Stripchart display of a 500 set segment (of a 2200 set session) of spike activity during treadmill locomotion. The computer-controlled treadmill cycled through 30 set on/30 set off trials. The horizontal bars in A and B indicate when the treadmill was on. B, A raster plot and perievent histogram of spike activity of the neuron shown in A for the treadmill session. The time scale on the x-axis is relative to the treadmill turning on (long vertical line at time zero). Note that there was no phasic alteration in unit activity during treadmill-enslaved locomotion, suggesting that this neuron's elevated activity during the anticipatory interval of cocaine self-administration was not secondary to gross body movements. Neither pimozide nor SCH 23390 altered excitatory-or inhibitory-anticipatory response. There were no significant differences in pairwise comparisons (p > 0.05, t test). B, Effects of SCH 23390 and pimozide on postcocaine inhibitory responses in two groups of neurons: those with an excitatory-anticipatory and postcocaine inhibitory response, and those with a postcocaine inhibitory response only. Pimozide effectively blocked the postcocaine inhibitory response of the excitatory-anticipatory group, and SCH 23390 reversed the postcocaine inhibitory response. However, neither antagonist affected the magnitude of postcocaine inhibition for neurons that lacked an excitatory-anticipatory response. Data presented as mean f SEM; N is the number of neurons tested for each condition. Asterisks above bar graphs indicate statistically significant differences in firing rates compared to corresponding control condition (p < 0.05, t test). ments) was not significantly different from when the treadmill was off (rest) (3.70 + 0.82 and 3.41 + 0.75, respectively, y2 = 5; p > 0.05, t test; Fig. 11 ). The two inhibitory-anticipatory neurons tested showed an increase in firing rate during the treadmill-on phase compared to the treadmill-off phase (40% and 60% increases). These findings suggest the anticipatory responses observed during self-administration sessions were not related to generalized movements.
Effects of dopamine receptor antagonists on anticipatory and postcocaine responses
The D, receptor antagonist SCH 23390 (10 or 20 &kg, s.c.) or the D, receptor antagonist pimozide (0.25 mg/kg, i.p.) was injetted either 20 min before selected cocaine self-administration sessions or during a session after 7-10 trials. Recording sessions lasted for 2-3 hr. These antagonist doses extinguish cocaine selfadministration without impairing movement (de Wit and Wise, 1977; Woolverton, 1986; Koob et al., 1987) . Extinction is characterized by an initial increase in the rate of lever pressing eventually followed by a cessation of lever pressing. In this study, SCH 23390 was more effective than pimozide at inducing extinction during the time of the recording sessions. During the lever pressing phase of extinction, neither antagonist, given alone, significantly altered excitatory-or inhibitory-anticipatory responses, as summarized in Figure 12A .
The effects of the antagonists on the postcocaine responses were more complex. For neurons with both excitatory-anticipatory and postcocaine inhibitory responses, pimozide effectively blocked the postcocaine inhibition whereas SCH 23390 reversed the response from inhibition to excitation. However, the antagonists had no effect on postcocaine inhibition in neurons that did not have anticipatory responses (Fig. 12B ). Figure  13 illustrates the lack of effect of pimozide on an excitatoryanticipatory response and the suppression of postcocaine inhibitory responses, and Figure 14 shows a case in which SCH 23390 did not interfere with an inhibitory-anticipatory response.
Histology
The location of 76 neurons was reconstructed histologically. As shown in Figure 15 , 60 (79%) of the reconstructed recording sites were located in the core region of the NAS and 16 (21%) were in the shell. There were 25 anticipatory neurons in the core and 3 in the shell. Of the inhibitory-anticipatory neurons, 14 were in the core and 1 was in the shell; 11 of the excitatoryanticipatory neurons were in the core and 2 were in the shell.
Of the nonanticipatory neurons, 35 (73%) were in the core and 13 were in the shell. The proportions of excitatory-anticipatory, inhibitory-anticipatory neurons, and nonanticipatory neurons in the core and shell regions of the NAS were not statistically different (x2 = 3.17, v = 2;p > 0.05). Likewise, when anticipatory neurons were grouped together, their distribution in the core (25 of 28, 89%) was not significantly different from the distribution of nonanticipatory neurons (x2 = 1.95, v = 1; p > 0.05).
Discussion
An important issue raised by the hypothesized role of the NAS in drug self-administration Wise, 1989; Pulvirenti et al., 1991) is the nature of the neurophysiological substrates that contribute to the expression of this behavior. If the NAS participates in regulating the sequence of motor acts that achieve drug acquisition and lead to reinforcement of behavior (Wise, 1989; Wise and Hoffman, 1992 ) then alterations in spike activity by neurons in the NAS would be expected to occur prior to self-administration. In contrast, if the NAS were to have only a role in the reinforcing or "reward" qualities of cocaine, it would be expected that altered neuronal activity in the NAS would be found only after administration of cocaine when the drug activated such mechanisms. The results of this study provide three lines of neurophysiological evidence that suggest the NAS is an important region for the initiation and mediation of cocaine self-administration behaviors. First, a population of neurons in the NAS was found to exhibit altered levels of spike activity during the seconds immediately preceding lever pressing for intravenous admin- EXPERIMENTAL TIME (SECONDS) istration of cocaine, that is, "anticipatory" responses. Second, in the minutes following cocaine administration, many neurons in the NAS, including most of the neurons with anticipatory responses, had altered firing rates, similar to previous reports in anesthetized animals. Third, these anticipatory and postcocaine responses were differentially affected by dopaminergic receptor antagonists.
Prior to the extinction of cocaine selfadministration produced by these agents, the anticipatory responses were unaltered by either D, or D, receptor antagonists whereas postcocaine inhibition was blocked in a subset of neurons with anticipatory responses.
The behavioral paradigm and anticipatory responses
The behavior studied in this paradigm was restricted to a form of operant conditioning in which the rat learned to press a lever Figure 13 . Raster plots and perievent histograms showing the effect of pimozide, a D2 receptor antagonist, on the cocaine self-administration responses of a neuron in the NAS that exhibited both an excitatory-anticipatory and postcocaine inhibitory response. A, In the absence of pimozide, a prominent postcocaine inhibition persisted for about 4 min after cocaine self-administration. The excitatory-anticipatory response is evident in the graphs, occurring a few seconds before lever pressing (arrowhend). B, The following day pimozide (0.25 mg/kg, i.p.) was administered 20 min prior to the beginning of the cocaine self-administration session. Same neuron as in A (inferred from criteria listed in Materials and Methods). Note the intact excitatory-anticipatory response (arrowhead) and the reduction of the postcocaine inhibitory response. On the following day, in which no antagonist was given, the postcocaine inhibition was again prominent for this neuron during the self-administration session (data not shown). Different time scales were used for graphs in A and B, due to the shorter interpress interval during the initial stages of pimozide-induced extinction and the long time course of postcocaine inhibition in A. C, Cumulative histogram of lever pressing during the experimental sessions shown in A and B. In the absence of pimozide, lever pressing occurred in regularly spaced intervals, about every 6 min (solid line). When pretreated with pimozide, lever pressing became irregular as extinction developed, characterized by an initial increase in the rate of lever pressing followed by total cessation of lever pressing.
in order to satisfy a requirement to obtain cocaine. A critical aspect of the paradigm was the self-initiation of lever pressing episodes as opposed to being cued by the experimenter.
Superficially, the behavior appeared simple in that the rat pressed a lever that led to intravenous cocaine infusion followed by a period of cocaine-induced stereotyped behaviors. Stereotypy was maintained for 5-l 0 min, at which time an internal trigger caused the animal to interrupt stereotypy to engage in behaviors specific for orienting toward and pressing the lever. The underlying assumption was that an internal sequence of states of neural activity drove this behavior, since there were no external timing cues in the experimental paradigm. The presence of different temporal phases of altered firing rates in NAS neurons in the seconds prior to lever pressing during cocaine self-administration (e.g., orienting-related vs lever pressing-related anticipa- with no significant change in firing rate during the postcocaine interval. B, SCH 23390 (10 pg/ kg, s.c.) was injected at 3760 set into the session. Note the maintenance of the inhibitory-anticipatory response (arrowhead) following the injection of the antagonist. C, Cumulative histogram of lever pressing for cocaine during the experimental session shown in A and B. Prior to administration of SCH 23390, lever pressing occurred in regularly spaced intervals, with an average interpress interval of 267 sec. Following SCH 23390, the rate of lever pressing more than doubled, with an average interpress interval of 108 sec. Data were obtained from a different neuron than in Figure 13 . EXPERIMENTAL TIME (SECONDS) tory responses) demonstrates that such a sequencing of neural events indeed took place, and the distinctly different timing of these anticipatory events suggests that independent states were generated. In some cases reciprocal excitatory and inhibitory responses were temporally coincident, but the presence of local network properties in the NAS (e.g., inhibitory recurrent collaterals of medium spiny neurons) may allow these different responses to be driven by a common process. Anticipatory responses were divided into two categories based on behavioral correlates determined from extensive examination of video records, as summarized schematically in Figure  16 . The "orienting-related" anticipatory response consisted of sustained alterations in firing activity with an onset centered around self-generated interruption of stereotypy and persisted throughout the sequence of movements that culminated in pressing the lever. The other major category of behaviorally correlated response, the "lever pressing-related anticipatory response, " occurred with a tight temporal relation to the sequences of movements directly related to lever pressing.
These different response profiles may represent an important segregation ofroles for the NAS in self-administration ofcocaine and "reward" mechanisms in general. The orienting-related anticipatory response may be indicative of a "trigger" mechanism that functions to initiate movement sequences directed toward attainment of reward. In contrast, the lever pressing-related anticipatory response may be indicative of a motor execution mechanism consisting of a serial chain of signals from afferents converging in the NAS. One might assume that the transition from stereotypy to orienting toward the lever represents the first sign of a motivationally driven change in behavior. One concept is that neurons that became active during this alteration in behavioral set, as exemplified by neurons with orienting-related anticipatory responses, are candidate trigger systems activated by a motivation to obtain reward. The lever pressing-related anticipatory response occurred later in the behavioral sequence, and may correspond to a transformation in time of internal motivational drives into components of a sustained motor plan functioning to acquire reward (in this case, presumably a euphoric state elicited by cocaine). An interpretation ofthese leverpressing anticipatory responses is that they are components of a motor execution system to obtain reward. The concept of Figure 15 . of the specific neural mechanism(s) for the trigger. However, Wise et al. (1977) have shown that rats are able to press a lever during amphetamine-induced stereotypy. The effects of the lessening of cocaine's nemopharmacological effects, for example, blocking uptake of monoamines or decreasing spike activity by monoaminergic neurons, may activate an internal trigger for changing from stereotypy to orienting and lever-pressing behaviors. The idea of an internal condition crossing a threshold is consistent with (1) the relatively short (20-25 min) half-life of intravenously administered cocaine in blood and brain (Nayak et al., 1976) (2) the rate of cocaine self-administration decreasing with larger doses of cocaine (Pickens and Thompson, 1968) and (3) rats self-administering cocaine at a rate that maintains an elevated level of extracellular dopamine in the NAS (Pettit and Justice, 1989, 199 1) as measured by microdialysis. However, the specific correlation with dopamine levels is unclear since Hurd et al. (1989) did not detect increased levels of in extracellular dopamine concentration in the NAS during cocaine self-administration with repeated exposure of the drug. The limited time resolution of microdialysis may not adequately assess transient changes in extracellular dopamine levels between lever presses.
Finally, it could be argued that the anticipatory responses were related to movement and locomotion per se but not to motivational states. We would argue against this notion for three reasons. First, the most direct evidence comes from the observation that patterns of movement similar to but unrelated to lever pressing, for example, spontaneous rearing during stereotypy when the animal was away from the lever, did not elicit altered firing activity in neurons that expressed these types of anticipatory responses. Second, the animals often made the same sequence of movements as they turned toward the lever to press it as when, after having pressed the lever, they turned away from the lever to reengage in stereotypy, thereby completing a 360 turn. Altered spike activity was confined to the turning toward the lever (O-180"), but did not occur when the animal turned from the lever and reengaged stereotypy (180-360") . Third, the firing rate of these neurons was largely unchanged during treadmill-enslaved locomotion, indicating that gross body movements were not likely to account for altered firing rates during anticipatory responses.
Postcocaine responses Almost one-half (48%) of the neurons in NAS had altered firing rates, typically inhibited, in the minutes following intravenous administration of cocaine, as might be expected if the NAS is a site critical to the reinforcement of cocaine self-administration. The ramp-like return to baseline firing rates of some neurons in the NAS during postcocaine inhibition proved to be a good predictor of the next lever press (see Fig. 3) . In preliminary studies, we found that higher doses of cocaine produced longer periods of inhibition that coincided with a longer self-administration interval, with the return to baseline firing rates for such units providing an accurate predictor of subsequent self-administration events (J.-Y. Chang, S. F. Sawyer, R.-S. Lee, and D. J. Woodward, unpublished observations). The predominance of inhibitory postcocaine responses observed in this study was similar to those reported with in viva extracellular recordings in anesthetized animals . A smaller fraction of NAS neurons exhibited an increase in firing following exposure to cocaine. Since the time course of postcocaine excitation overlapped with that of postcocaine inhibition, these responses may be due in part to different pharmacological effects of cocaine on these neurons, or to local reciprocal circuit effects arising from inhibitory axon collaterals or inhibitory interneurons. Dopamine neurotransmission in anticipatory and postcocaine responses The possible involvement of dopaminergic mechanisms in anticipatory and postcocaine neuronal responses in the NAS was tested by administering D, (SCH 23390) or D, (pimozide) dopamine receptor antagonists prior to or during self-administration of cocaine. The doses of the antagonists used in the present study were based on the results of previous studies of cocaine self-administration in rats in which these antagonists extinguished self-administration of cocaine but did not interfere with movements (de Wit and Wise, 1977; Koob et al., 1987) . In this study, as in others (cf. Le Moal and Simon, 199 I) , extinction of lever pressing for cocaine was observed following systemic injection of dopamine receptor antagonists. Anticipatory responses were not significantly altered by either antagonist. Likewise, the postcocaine response of units that did not have anticipatory responses were unaffected. However, the postcocaine inhibition of neurons that had an excitatory-anticipatory response was blocked by pimozide and slightly reversed toward excitation by SCH 23390. Neurons with both inhibitory-anticipatory and postcocaine responses were observed too infrequently to be tested with the antagonists.
The apparent specific action of dopamine receptor antagonists on a subset of neurons with postcocaine inhibition suggests that the functional role of dopaminergic neurotransmission may be uniquely related to regulation of the reinforcing mechanisms that support the operantly conditioned task. In contrast, the inability of dopaminergic receptor antagonists to block postcocaine inhibitory responses in neurons that did not have anticipatory responses suggests the existence of independent mechanisms for producing this inhibition. We have also observed that operant and nonoperant (passive) administration ofcocaine produce similar degrees of postcocaine inhibition when administered at the same doses and similar schedule (random intervals of S-10 min; Chang, Sawyer, Lee, and Woodward, unpublished observations), thereby providing evidence that the direct responses to cocaine during self-administration were mediated by neural activity evoked via a pharmacological action rather than being part of neural circuit that was specifically engaged during the conditioned response. It should be noted that the doses for dopamine receptor antagonists used for this study were relatively low and did not disrupt locomotor behavior. The involvement of non-dopaminergic effects of cocaine in the NAS, for example, on uptake of other monoamines (Broderick, 199 l) , has yet to be evaluated electrophysiologically in awake animals.
In summary, the nature of neuronal activity within the NAS during cocaine self-administration and the effects of dopamine receptor antagonists suggest that the NAS may be involved in the mediation of cocaine self-administration behaviors through at least two different, segregated mechanisms. First, the NAS may serve as an initiator of behaviors necessary for the acquisition of rewarding drugs, as represented by anticipatory responses, a mechanism that is not critically dependent on dopaminergic transmission. Second, the NAS may participate mechanisms of reinforcement activated by cocaine to sustain the operant conditioning. These effects may be subject to blockade by dopamine receptor antagonists.
